IDGH AGGREGATE AWARDS PRESENTED

Rick Reichert was presented the High Aggregate-Vintage award al the December 2019 Annual Meeting. President Ken
Stanly presented Rick the award and a $15 gift certificate. Not present, but winning their respective awards were Larry Evans
for High Aggregate - HiPower, and ''Lone Valley Kid''(Nathan Freeman) for High Aggregate-Cowboy.
In addition, all three will have their names added to the Club's Awards Plaque.
The Most Valuable Member for 2019 will be announced at the March Installation meeting.

"The Mystique of Winchester Mls"
The question 'Why with so many Winchester-made
Garands, are some of the Q\;JP priced over $3,000' was
pvsed lo Bruce N. Canfield, Field Editor, American
R�flenran Janumy 2020, who answered asfollows:

"The primary reason for the seemingly inflated prices for
Winchester M l rifles is the "mystique" of the Winchester
name in lhe minds of many collectors .... with 500,000 M l
rifles manufactured by Winchester, the guns are not
pruticularJy rare, although they are certainly much less
common than the Springfield-made Garands. In order to
bring the $3,000-plus prices ... a rifle would have to be in
the same configuration as manufactured in(or before)
World War IT_ including the correct Winchester-made
stock, barrel, operating rod, front sights, etc. since the vast
majority of Ml rifles were subsequently rebuilt in the
postwar period, rifles remaining in their original World
War 11 configuration are quite uncommoR and ,.-vill fetch
surprisingly high prices.
Some co\\ectors attempt lo "restore" a reb\mt Winchester
M l rifle to the coJTect World War fl specs, but the e:\.treme
scarcity of many WRA parts - especially stocks with the
proper markings and bahels - makes this a ve1y difficult
endeavor. Unfortunately, fake pruts are becoming more
and more common, and it behooves a collector to be
cognizant of the differences between the fake and genuine
parts. Regarding Ml rifles modi.fiedfor matcb competition,
while such riles are desirable for competitive shooting,
they will 1ypically bring much less on the collector market
than comparable examples remaining in original "G/I.''
configuration. An exception would be the genuine National
Match 1 rifles fabricated by Springfield Annory. as
opposed to standard rifles "tuned up'· for match
competition.'·

We sought a program on Kentucky
United's goals re County/State Sanctuary
status, but...
We made contact with KU and asked for a
representative to provide us with a program for
January's meeting but were advised they were
unable to respond to our request citing they were not
able to provide individual briefings at this time.
Hmm ... , this during the week KU and associated 2nd
Amendment groups gathered in Frankfort to meet
with legislators pushing for Kentucky to be a
sanctuary state. We're disappointed.
Let's discuss the county and state 2nd Amendment
sanctuary movement at the meeting. Does the Club
want to support the movement and to what extent.
We don't have much data outside of the news media
so perhaps we can get a program later this year.

Concealed or Open Carry Issues
Starting July 27, 2019, a Kentucky-issued CCDW
certificate is uot required for concealed carry in
Kentucky. No so for surrounding states, few of
which have "constitutional cany'. Beware if you
venture outside of Kentucky without a Ky CCDW.
And there can be issues with "open carry" in terms
of personal safety. Don't miss this briefing and
discussion at the January meeting!

